Facilities Update
11/17/2015

- This October we received 217 work orders and 34 are still pending completion.
- We found that 37 of the 80 VAV’s in Dunlap hall are malfunctioning. The DO has agreed to replace all of them as a part of the CP project.
- Found a number of continuing issues with the building settling at Academy. Doors misaligned, flooring starting to bubble and pieces of interior block walls cracking are all a part of the ongoing concern.
- A sample of window tint has been installed in the Academy. Waiting for a confirmation to get the project started.
- Went through the CDC’s at both SAC and CDC to help them prepare for Federal Accreditation currently being conducted.
- Contractor at CEC to fix another water line.
- Same contractor is going to repair the sidewalk outside D building classrooms to prevent water from accessing the classrooms when the rains come.
- Set up and completed the groundbreaking ceremony.
- Working with Linik to get the area behind softball renovated.
- We are coordinating with the Planetarium for renovation of the lighting and projector system.